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Crop circle which looks a lot like a computer chip reported on December 30 2013 in barley
th
field in Salinas Valley, CA. Photo: The 111 Group Photography

Early on Monday (West Coast U.S. time) December 30th, a dramatic YouTube clip
was posted (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eoz0QUYU45o) supposedly showing
two men driving along Chualar Canyon Road, south of Salinas, CA shortly before
sunrise and witnessing “strange” green flashes off in a field to their left. We see a
few laser-like green flashes off in what appears to be the back of a field and then
hear two men climbing over a fence, and entering the field in spite of their nervous
sounding comments to each other saying "there it is….see it? see it?" and “are you
seeing this? … dude this is a crop circle,” etc. And then one guy saying "Dude,
dude [words of warning, not understandable] on both sides" -- after which both men
run out of the field to their car and drive off. The video is posted by someone calling
themselves “Cannot say.”
It’s all very spooky….and maybe just a tiny bit theatrical?

Rare (unique?) December U.S. crop formation—this one looking very "mechanical"
(not genuine) to most experienced circle researchers.

A reporter from The Monterey Herald called the BLT Research Team on Dec. 30th,
saying that a crop circle had been found earlier that morning about 6 miles south of
Salinas, CA—and could I tell him whether this formation was "real" or man-made?
The only way I know to scientifically determine "authenticity" of any crop circle
requires sampling of the circle plants and soils, as well as their controls, and then
conducting considerable laboratory work (www/bltresearch.com/published.php)—
and since it seemed unlikely that this formation would be properly sampled and then
examined I decided to ask Robbert van den Broeke, a truly amazing "medium" in
Holland whom I’ve known for many years, for his opinion.
Robbert (http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert.php) is the only person yet known who
has been able to accurately report--for going on 19 years now--exactly when and
where new circles will appear in his area of Holland…and he can also "see" in his
"mind's eye" all sorts of factual details about not just the circles, but also about both
deceased and currently living people from just their photos, as well as a mindboggling array of other capabilities usually labeled as “paranormal.” In 2011 he

"saw" and described with 100% accuracy a teenager who had made a small circle
that year in Virginia (http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/hardy.php).
Almost immediately after hanging up from the Monterey Herald reporter I skyped
Robbert an aerial photo of the California circle, but didn't mention where in California
it was located. Robbert doesn't travel and has no idea where the various States are
in the U.S.—so I knew the precise location would be of no real interest to him.
When he got the circle photo he immediately said (he can converse, but cannot read
or write, in English) first that the circle was man-made and then that he saw the
following exact letters in his "mind's eye": "Grisettis Custom Land Work,” which
letters he skyped to me so I could tell him what they meant.
He then said "someone in California knows who made this circle … and they
have a strong connection to this Grisettis Custom Land Work place," and
added that “the crop circle was being worked on on Saturday” (not Monday, as
the Monterey Herald reporter had told me) and that he saw “a tractor with a man
sitting on it” whom he felt had “watched, or had inadvertently seen (perhaps
because he was working in a field nearby) the crop circle being made.”
While I was taking notes about what Robbert was saying I used “Bing” to search for
the first words he had said, figuring that "Grisettis" might be the name of a company
somewhere in California. And if "Grisettis" was in fact a last name, there would be
an apostrophe in-between the final "I" and "s" -- so, I typed in "Grisetti's Custom
Land Work+California."

Grisetti’s Custom Land Work company turns out to be only 20 +/- milles
south of the Chualar crop circle.

Both Robbert and I got goosebumps when "Grisetti Custom Land Work" came up
on my Bing page immediately--but their web page had nothing on it other than a

mailing address and contact info and a link which said "Click Here To See Map." I
then found the map above—showing that there is a Grisetti Custom Land Work
company is in Soledad, CA—just 26 miles south of Salinas, in the Salinas Valley.
Neither Robbert nor I have ever heard of a "Custom Land Work" company and we
wondered what such a company does…but we both were amazed to realize that the
letters Robbert had "seen" in his “mind’s eye” actually represented something real—
and something pretty close to the crop circle too.
At the bottom of the Grisetti web page, in very small print, there was a statement
saying the "site" was hosted by "Tractor House® .com" which is a trademark of the
"Sandhills Publishing Company." I clicked on the link to Tractor House® .com and a
page came up indicating this company, with which Grisetti’s is affiliated, sells new
and used farm equipment and also advertises a magazine, "Tractor Farm."

Robbert “saw" a tractor with a man on it who watched (perhaps because he was working
in a field nearby) the Chualar crop circle being made--on Saturday.
Source: Tractor House® .com

So was there a man on a tractor, somebody closely connected to the Grisetti’s
Custom Land Work company working in a field nearby on Saturday--who just
happened to see the crop circle being made?
Because my computer died immediately after I had typed up a preliminary report for
the BLT website about what Robbert had told me and had sent one copy off, I was
unable to follow what occurred in the following days on the internet. But a friend
called and told me he saw two comments posted by a “Gloria Grisetti” on a section
of the KSBW website (http://www.ksbw.com/news) pertaining to their story about the
discovery of the crop circle, and that she had posted there that her “worker was right
across from [the hoaxers], driving a tractor for Grisetti’s Custom Land Work. He
says they started making it on Saturday.”
I then called Grisetti’s and was able to talk with Gloria, who reiterated to me that yes,
one of Grisetti’s workers was working on one of their tractors in a field across
from the barley field and that this was on Saturday—and that he had seen a
“bunch of people” out in the field with “boards, measuring tapes and tools” flattening
the crop. She told me this employee (a Mexican man who did not speak English)

was not close enough to identify any of the people he saw in the field, but there was
no doubt they were working on making the circle reported the following Monday.

Very mechanical-looking "lay" of the flattened plants throughout formation.
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Photo: The 111 Aerial Photography

The only ground shot we've seen, of one of the circles in the Chualar formation,
showing a very "rough" lay of the barley plants.
Photo: C. Melendez, Monterey Herald

So far, everything Robbert “saw” in his “mind’s eye” while looking at the
photo I sent him is 100% accurate. This in spite of the fact that he had no normal
way of knowing a crop circle had been found in California until I skyped him the
photo the reporter had sent me and in spite of living thousands of miles away in
Holland and not knowing where California is (much less Salinas or Chualar). And
it’s important to remember he doesn’t read or write English--and yet was able to tell
me all of these accurate details on Monday afternoon, Dec.30th (East Coast U.S.
time) before there was any coverage about the circle in the public arena other than
the YouTube clip of the two guys who “saw” green flashes in a field along Chualar
Canyon Road Sunday night.
But what about the man Robbert then described to me, in some detail, next?

Robbert’s sketch of a man he “saw” making the Chualar circle on Dec. 28
th
when I sent him the aerial photo on Dec. 30 .
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Immediately after Robbert had told me about the Grisetti man on the tractor who had
seen a group of people making the circle on Saturday, he then began describing one
man in particular whom he “saw” standing near the circle holding a plank of wood
and grinning a wide smile, looking pleased with himself. He was "broad-shouldered
but not too tall" and in the "summer years of his life." Robbert felt the man lives in
the general area and usually wears a white T-shirt and cut-off jeans and a small cap
of some kind on his head—which Robbert felt had some "redish color" in it. He also
wears “large plastic wrap-around sunglasses” and had “short greyish-black hair” with
a “lot of bushy hair along the side of his face” (from Robbert’s description I thought
he was describing what used to be called “mutton chops” during the 19th century).

Robbert kept trying to explain this man's face and facial hair (which is why I asked
him to draw the image above), saying repeatedly this man had very bushy hair along
the sides of his face, and that he sometimes shaved the lower half of his face but did
not do so at other times.
The only other feature of the man's lower face Robbert could clearly "see" was a
very wide mouth, and that “when the man grinned his lips did not part at all--so none
of his teeth could be seen.” Robbert was unable to clearly "see" the man's chin or
neck and, although he tried repeatedly to get the man's full name (something he can
usually do--see the BLT report about the 2011 Hardy, VA circle linked to above), all
he could get at first was the letter "R." Finally, Robbert "saw" one more odd detail he
felt was clearly related to this man—an "orange-colored kite, of the type children like
to fly.''
Robbert saw a few details about one of the other men involved, a man who was “not
too tall, smooth-shaven and in his 40s or 50s, wearing a dark jacket with blue along
the shoulders and upper back and dark blue-jeans and black shoes.” This man and
“at least one younger man” (who has “some connection to Poland”) helped make the
circle.
And although Robbert felt that the man with bushy side-burns was quite pleased with
the crop circle and was enjoying the attention it has generated, he felt it would soon
be made public that this circle was man-made—that these and some other men had
made this circle. Robbert doesn't know why they did…but felt that it was likely that
“there was a practical reason.”
Not long after we hung up our skype connection Robbert suddenly got the names
“Rob” or “Robbie” and also “John,” but I had turned off my skype by then (and my
computer died later that night), so he couldn’t tell me these names until the following
day when he phoned, saying he also kept “seeing” the words “Can Not Say,” which
he felt were important although he couldn’t understand why.
Because I had quickly written up the preliminary report and my computer had died
by the time Robbert called me back the next day I could not include this information
in the first report. Regarding the “Can Not Say” phrase people may assume Robbert
had by then heard about or seen the theatrical YouTube clip of the two men who
supposedly saw green flashes in the field Sunday night—because the person who
posted that clip signed themselves “Cannot Say.” But for those of us who have
known Robbert for many years and personally witnessed him “knowing” a huge
range of other bizarre things repeatedly, we suspect he “saw” this “Cannot Say” the
same way he “sees” all the rest of the details—through his “mind’s eye,” which
seems to have a direct connection with an unknown source or consciousness.
As became clear in a YouTube video uploaded by the Santa Clara tech firm Nvidia
on January 5th, the Chualar crop circle was in fact a mechanically-flattened image of
their latest mobile graphics processor core, created as a “marketing ploy” (the
“practical” reason Robbert suspected). Also in the January 5th Nvidia YouTube
clip a “Rob” and a “John” (both names Robbert had “seen” 4 days earlier) were
identified as part of the group involved in making the circle.

So far I have been unable to find anyone who could tell me if Robbert’s descriptions
of some of the men who made the circle—in particular the man he sketched—were
accurate. So we’ll have to be content with all the details Robbert “saw” which we
have been able to discover were 100% correct.

To read multiple reports (in English) about Robbert see his BLT page (reports listed
at bottom, after the introduction): http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert.php.
Robbert also has his own web-site now and there are many entries in English (and
photos of the first 2014 Dutch cropcircle): http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.nl/home.

